
Mathematics Homework Activities for Key Stage 1 (Autumn Term) 

 

As explained in July, we are changing mathematics homework activities to 

reinforce number bonds to 10, 20 and 100 for Key Stage 1 pupils.  Number 

bonds are an essential concept that form the basis for children’s mathematical 

understanding and can improve their mental arithmetic and mathematical 

confidence considerably when they are secure with these facts.   

 

Below are a variety of activities designed to reinforce number bonds.  All of the 

activities can be adapted for each set of number bonds and we advise that you 

choose one activity per week and complete them on a little and often basis. 

 

Activity Instructions Resources 

Flashcards Show a number and child responds 

with corresponding number.  Child can 

say the number aloud or find the 

matching flashcard. 

0-10 cards 

0-20 cards 

0-100 (multiple of 10) 

cards 

All obtainable from 

school office. 

Snap Deal out 0-10 cards and play snap.  

Child calls out snap when the two 

cards add to 10.  Use 0-20 cards if 

working on bonds 20 

Pelmanism  Spread out two packs of 0-10 cards 

face down on the table.  Players take 

it in turns to reveal two cards.  If 

the total is 10, they keep the cards 

otherwise they turn then back over.  

Use 0-20 cards if working on bonds 

20. 

Make 100 Each player writes down the multiples 

of 10 from 10 – 100.  Players take 

turns to throw the dice to generate a 

multiple of 10.  They calculate the 

bond to 100 and tick it on their list.  

The first player to tick all multiples 

of 10 wins. 

Multiples of ten dice.  

Not provided by school. 

Tower of 

bricks 

Build a tower of bricks using as many 

different combinations of the same 

two colours as possible. Start by 

building towers for the number bonds 

to 10.  Talk about each pair and make 

number sentences for each tower  

LEGO or building blocks 

are ideal. 



e.g. 1 + 9 = 10, 2 + 8 = 10 etc then 

discuss whether making 10 from 7 

and 3 is the same making 10 into 3 

and 7. 

Number 

Bond 

colouring 

Children can represent bonds to 10 

by colouring them.  Choose a number 

bond say 1 + 9 = 10.  Colour in 1 square 

in one colour and the remaining 9 

squares in another colour.  Write the 

corresponding number sentence 

under each strip. 

Maths paper (obtainable 

from school office) 

Two colouring pencils 

Snap 

Challenge 

At any random time during the day 

call out "Snap Challenge - Number 

Bonds to 10 - I give you 4!" Your child 

should respond with the bond to 10! 

Give 3 or 4 challenges at a time. 

Encourage your child to Snap 

Challenge you, too.  The aim here is 

to increase the accuracy and speed 

of recall. 

N/A 

 

These activities are taken from the Bare Necessities booklet produced by the 

Wiltshire Primary Mathematics Team and from the useful website 
https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/number-bonds-up-to-10 
 

Another valuable resource to reinforce basic number concepts are the 

Numberblocks songs and videos found here: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/numberblocks 
 

 

https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/number-bonds-up-to-10
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/numberblocks

